What facts do we learn about the ministry of Jesus
that shows how he is superior to the angels from the
following verses?


Vs. 14



Vs. 15
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Vs 16
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What are the key reasons Jesus is superior to the
angels?



What can happen to a believer who begins to focus
on the ministry of Angles? Colossians 2.18



How could this lead a person to drift away from
Jesus and begin to ignore their salvation?
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The place of angels in God’s plan can be difficult for humans
to understand. So let’s start this study with a few simple facts
and rules about Angles. Read Each verse and write what we
can learn about angles from each one.


Colossians 1.16



Romans 1.24-25



Revelation 22.8-9



1 Peter 3.22



Colossians 2.18

This brings us to Hebrews and the section comparing Jesus
and Angels. The goal of the writer is to show the difference
and position of Jesus and angels. First let us look at Chapter
ONE


Vs. 4 What is the first thing we learn about the
relationship between Jesus and angels?



Vs. 5 What two facts do we learn here about Jesus
that does not apply to angels?
1.

See Matthew 3.16 –17



Vs. 9 Why was it necessary for Jesus to submit
and lower himself into a human body?



Vs. 10 How do we see the contrast between the
two natures of Jesus working for to provide
salvation?



Vs. 11 Sanctify is from Greek and means “to make
Holy, or to be holy.” How does this help us
understand salvation and how we are tied to
Jesus?



Vs. 12 Is from Psalm 22.22 Compare this to Psalm
22.1 How is our cry different from that of Jesus?
Why is this a reason to not allow the warning to
pay attention and not drift away so much more
powerful?



Vs. 13 if from Isaiah 8.17-18 How are they the
testimony of a follower of Christ?

2. See Matthew 18.33
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Mark 13.27



Vs. 3-4 Explain salvation using John 3.7













Vs 6 How do we know that Jesus is superior to
angels from this verse?



Luke 2.8-11 How do angels announce Jesus and show
their position in contrast to him?



Vs. 7 How are angels used by God? See Psalm 104.4



How are the servants used by God?



Vs. 8 Compared to angels and servants what is
Jesus position in the spiritual kingdom?



Vs. 9 Why is this a key to understanding Jesus’
ministry and life? See also 1 John 3.5; John 8.29



Vs 10 Why is this important to know about Jesus if
we are going to know who he really is? See also
Hebrews 1.1; 1 John 1.1; John 1.1-2

What is the danger a believer should be concerned
or aware of concerning their salvation?

How is the testimony of others vital to our
personal salvation? See 1 Corinthians 15.3-8

The title Son of Man is one Jesus used to describe
himself and to tie his life to Old Testament
prophecy abut his life. See Mark 2.10

Vs. 5-8a how did the position of Jesus change while
he was on earth in his human body?

Vs 8b. What is Jesus position in all that is created?
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Vs. 11 Why is the passing of the creation important
to our understand when we look at Jesus as the
creator? See also Matthew 24.35

Vs. 12 When will this happen to the earth? See
Revelation 6.14

Vs. 13 How is Jesus shown to be superior to angels
here and in the following verses? See Heb. 1.6, 8.

Vs. 14 What is the key purpose of angels in the
world?



Matthew 28.5-7



Acts 11.13



Acts 7.53

Chapter 2 opens with a double warning. This is
often taught separate but it is vital to understand
it as directly related to angels and anything that
could take the place of Jesus in our lives.


Vs. 1 What direction is given to believers.



What can happen if the believer does not follow
directions?



Vs. 2 How did angels serve as messengers of God
in the following verses?



How can this be seen in the following verses?



Genesis 19.1



Numbers 20.14



Genesis 19.15



1 Chronicles 21.16



Judges 6.11-12



Daniel 8.15-16



Matthew 1.20



Luke 1.11-19



Acts 10.3-6
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